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 IB LIFE Ltd. is dedicated to the 

promotion of a safe investment 
model with a guaranteed return and 

not related to the volatility of 
international financial markets. Our 

clients of financial advisors, wealth 
management companies, banks and 

family offices rely on our team of 
specialists with decades of 

experience in the US Life Settlement 
Industry. 

IB Life Ltd. has a track record of 

more than 12 years and is 
considered as a pioneer in the 

introduction of US Life Settlement 
investments in the European 
investment community. 

IB Life Ltd. has gained an impeccable 

reputation as a serious and fair 
market player in the private banking 

industry which is documented by 
several articles in the financial press 

in Switzerland, Germany and Italy. 
Even the most critical newspapers 

dedicated to the protection of 
consumer interests tested our 

products. The newspapers have 
summarized the positive results of 

the tests and they have written 
several positive articles confirming 

the high value and the sustainability 
of our products.  



The „US-LIFE SETTLEMENT” Market  

US-Life Settlements are existing life insurance policies in the United States, 

which are for sale on the secondary market at a price below the sum 

insured. The policy-holders are seniors between 65 and 95 years of age. 

The policy-holder sells the policy to the buyer, the new beneficiary. After 

the seller has passed away, the return from the amount insured will be 

payable by the insurance company to the new beneficiary (buyer). 

In 2014 the second hand policy market had a volume on sold policies in the 

amount of 21 billion dollars. This market has a capability of 160 billion 

dollars. 

The market for US-Life Settlements is an independent market without 

correlation to other markets such as stock markets, real estate markets, 

commodities markets. 

The second hand policy market gives liquidity to the old policy-holder and 

offers a unique investment opportunity to the investor looking for a secure 

investment with high return. Each policy is based on two independent 

medical expertises issued by two recognised medical centres fixing the life 

expectancy. Medical firms such as AVS, 21 Services, Midwest or Fasano. 

The life expectancy (LE) has a duration from 2 to 8 years. In nearby 80 % 

of the deceases the seller is passing away before the estimated LE. Result: 

If the senior and seller of the policy will pass away before his LE, the profit 

p.a. will increase. If he will pass away after his LE the profit p.a. will be 

less. 

The US-fiduciary appointed as trustee and escrow agent will control and 

monitor the procedure, check all documents needed for such an investment 

protecting the rights and ensuring the duties on the seller’s side and on the 

buyer’s side. The investment in US-Life Settlements is a very secure and 

attractive investment, combined with very low volatility and 

extraordinary return expressed in double-digit numbers. 

 

Conditions  

Investment min: USD 50'000.—  

Duration:   2 – 8 years  

Benefits calc.:  10% – 15% p.a.  

S+P Rating:   min. A to AAA  

Costs:    included in quoted buy-price  

Risks/Benefits:  Change from buyer currency to USD, exchange can 

be assured (currency hedge)   

Introducing Broker:  IB Life Ltd. 

Schlössliweg 5, 6026 Rain/LU, Switzerland 

www.iblife.com 

How works the “US-Life Settlement?” 
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Amount insured $ 1'600'000.— 
Calculated 

Benefits 

for the investor 

$ 600'000.— = 60 %  

(12 % per year) 

Quoted sell price of the policy 

on the secondhand market 

en el mercado secundario 

Buyprice for the 

policy, incl.. 5 

yearly premiums 

= $ 1'000'000.— 

Premium 

Life expectancy 60months Example of a traded life policy 

http://www.iblife.com/


 The Trade Mission: 
-  An opportunity to get a real insight into the world of Senior      

Life Settlements from the Industries Experts.  

 - Traded US Life Insurance Policies offer a  new and exciting 

opportunity with their stability and low correlation with tra-

ditional assets such as bonds and stocks.  

 - The Trade Mission will bring together specialists from the US 

and across Europe.  

 - Gain access to the latest market information.  
 

Networking and Promotion: 
The Trade Mission will offer the perfect opportunity to meet 

the key players in the Life Settlement industry. With industry 

veterans from the US  and Europe joining with investors for 

the first time - this is a unique opportunity.  

❏ I would like to register my interest in attendance at the LISA/ELSA Trade Mission 

 

 

 

First Name / Last Name: 

Position / Department: 

Company Name: 

Email Address: 

Country / Post Code or Zip Code: 

Address : 

Contact Number (with area code): 

 

  

QUESTIONS 
Contact the LISA 

events staff: 
001-407-894-3797 

 
Karla Ortiz 
Events Director 

karla@lisassociation.org 
 

Shannon Fleshman 
Sponsorship 

shannon@lisassociation.org 

London, UK 
23/24 FEBRUARY 

Luxembourg 
24/25 FEBRUARY 

REGISTER NOW | To register, please visit www.thevoiceoftheindustry.com 

 
 
 
 

ZURICH 
 

26th February 
The Renaissance Hotel 
Thurgauerstrasse 101 
8152 Zürich-Glattpark,  
Tel: +41 44 874 5000 

         
 

For the complimentary investor  
registration enter the following code: 

TM2010EUROPE 
 

Any person who registers as an investor must submit a RE-
FUNDABLE  deposit of $400 to confirm attendance. For more 

details read the Terms and Conditions upon registration.  

  Sponsored by: 
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US#Life#Settlements#–#an#attractive#possibility# to#diversify#
your#portfolio#

The$life$settlement$industry$is$about$the$secondary$market$for$US$
life$ insurance$policies.$Life$settlements$are$an$alternative$class$of$
investments,$ which$ is$ gaining$ an$ increasing$ degree$ of$ popularity$
for$ investors$due$ to$ the$attractive$ returns$and$ the$comparatively$
low$ risk.$ More$ and$ more$ investors$ in$ the$ USA$ (especially$
institutional$clients),$Europe,$Asia$and$the$Middle$East$appreciate$
the$new$investment$possibility.$In$Great$Britain$a$market$for$such$
policies$ has$ been$ existing$ for$ years,$ the$ German$ market$ has$ a$
current$ volume$ of$ about$ 800$ million$ Euros$ with$ an$ estimated$
potential$of$6$billion$Euros.$Also$ in$Switzerland$ there$already$are$
some$ investment$ options,$ which$ –$ rightly$ –$ are$ gaining$ growing$
interest.$

On$ the$ offering$ side$ mainly$ the$ demographic$ development$
contributes$ to$ the$ rising$ volume.$ US$ policies$ with$ an$ insurance$
sum$of$about$1`600$billion$USD$are$expiring$annually$because$the$
premiums$have$not$been$paid.$An$estimated$150$billion$USD$are$
suitable$ for$ life$ settlements,$but$only$a$ small$part$of$ it$ is$offered$
on$ the$ secondary$ market$ so$ far.$ Life$ settlement$ companies$ are$
acting$as$agents$between$the$policy$sellers$and$the$ investors$and$
are$ pooling$ prematurely$ cancelled$ policies$ into$ diligently$
examined,$diversified$portfolios.$

Why#are#life#insurance#policies#being#sold?#

A$lot$of$elderly$people$possess$a$satisfactory$retirement$provision$
and$ are$ even$ overQinsured.$ Often$ the$ original$ reason$ for$ the$
closing$ does$ not$ exist$ anymore,$ if$ for$ example$ the$ benefited$
partner$ has$ died$ or$ the$ security$ for$ residential$ property$ is$ not$
needed$anymore.$

The$ secondary$ market$ for$ life$ insurance$ policies$ in$ such$ cases$
offers$ the$possibility$ to$ sell$ the$ life$ insurance$policies.$ The$buyer$
pays$a$percent$aged$share$ in$the$ insurance$sum,$adopts$the$duty$
to$pay$the$premiums$and,$in$return,$is$entitled$to$the$receipt$of$the$
insurance$sum$in$case$of$the$death$of$the$insured$person.$

In$life$settlements$it$is$distinguished$between$Viatical$Settlements$
(Viaticals)$ and$ Senior$ Settlements.$ The$ former$ are$ policies$ of$
critically$ill,$often$younger$people.$Those$insured$persons$often$$

$

$
run$ the$ risk$ of$ financial$ hardship$due$ to$ loss$ of$ salary$ caused$by$
illness,$ treatment$ costs$ and$ premium$ liability$ –$ added$ to$ their$
physical$pain.$The$ViaticalQshare$nowadays$amounts$to$only$about$
4%$of$ the$market.$ Senior$ life$ settlements$ are$policies$ of$ persons$
over$the$age$of$65$–$thus$of$that$part$of$the$US$population,$which$
in$the$next$25$years$will$grow$an$approximate$90%,$three$times$as$
fast$as$the$total$population$.$

Process#of#a#life#settlement#business#

First$ of$ all$ the$ life$ settlement$ company$ verifies$ whether$ the$
offered$ policy$ is$ at$ all$ suitable$ for$ a$ life$ settlement.$ For$ this$ the$
previous$duration$–$among$other$things$–$is$crucial$since$after$two$
years$ the$ possibility$ of$ contesting$ the$ insurance$ due$ to$ possible$
wrong$ information$ of$ the$ insured$ person$ or$ a$ specific$ cause$ of$
death$does$not$apply$anymore.$Further$the$financial$conditions$of$
the$ policy$ (premiums,$ insurance$ sum$ and$ so$ on)$ as$ well$ as$ the$
state$ of$ health$ of$ the$ insured$ person$ are$ of$ significance.

$

The$ value$of$ the$policy$depends$on$ the$moment$of$death$of$ the$
insured$person.$The$prognosis$of$the$remaining$ life$expectancy$ is$
therefore$ very$ significant.$ It$ is$ the$ basis$ of$ all$ calculations.$ The$
calculation$ is$ being$ made$ by$ an$ independent$ actuary$ institution$
based$ on$ the$ anamnesis$ and$ the$ disease$ pattern.$ After$ that$
independent$specialists$will$be$analysing$the$anamnesis$as$well$as$
the$ current$ state$ of$ health$ of$ the$ insured$ person$ and$ then$ will$
furnish$ their$ own$ opinion$ about$ the$ life$ expectancy.$ Afterwards$
the$policy$will$be$verified$with$the$insurance$company$(existence,$
validity,$accordance$with$the$ insurance$conditions,$negotiation$of$
the$premiums$for$the$remaining$duration).$

When$ the$ policy$ has$ been$ verified$ and$ the$ life$ expectancy$ has$
been$estimated,$the$life$settlements$company$will$negotiate$about$
the$purchase$price$of$the$policy$with$the$seller.$The$deduction$on$
the$ insurance$policy$amounts$to$40Q80%.$The$purchase$process$ is$
being$handled$by$an$escrow$agent$(fiduciary).$With$the$sale$of$the$
policy$rights$and$duties$are$passed$on$to$the$seller.$He$has$to$pay$
the$premiums$up$to$the$death$of$the$insured$person$(by$a$deposit$
bank)$and$is$entitled$to$the$insured$capital.$



!

Moral#Concerns#

The$ investment$ success$ of$ life$ settlements$ depends$ on$ the$
occurrence$of$ risk,$meaning$ on$ the$death$of$ the$ insured$person.$
This$ may$ arouse$ moral$ concerns.$ It$ has$ to$ be$ kept$ in$ mind,$
however,$that$life$settlements$transactions$are$winQwin$situations.$
The$premium$liability$is$dispensed$with$for$the$insured$person$and$
they$ get$ a$ compensation$ for$ the$ policy,$which$ is$well$ above$ the$
surrender$value.$The$financial$means$enable$the$seller$to$continue$
their$ life$ style$and$ to$pay$ for$ their$health$expenses.$Furthermore$
the$heavy$weight$nowadays$ lies$with$older,$well$ situated$ insured$
persons,$who$do$not$ find$ themselves$ in$emergency$ situations.$ In$
the$US$ even$ the$ church$ and$ nursing$ homes$ are$ acting$ as$ agents$
between$sellers$and$life$settlements$companies.$

Why#to#invest#in#life#settlements?#Prospects#and#risks#

“Second$hand$US$ life$ insurances$ promise$ high$ security$ and$ good$
returns”$ (Swiss$ consumer´s$ magazine$ “Saldo”$ from$ 22.11.2006).$
While$the$volatility$of$ life$settlements$ is$ relatively$ low$(circa$2%),$
returns$ of$ over$ 8%$ p.a.$ may$ be$ generated.$ Due$ to$ the$ low$
correlation$ to$ other$ investment$ classes$ life$ settlements$ are$ an$
excellent$instrument$of$diversification.$This$has$to$do$with$the$fact$
that$US$policies$are$pure$risk$insurances$without$savings.$Since$life$
settlements$ do$ not$ correlate$ with$ other$ financial$ markets,$ they$
create$ an$ absolute$ return.$ A$ certain$ protection$ of$ capital$ is$
guaranteed$by$the$minimum$rating$of$the$insurance$companies$as$
well$ as$ by$ the$ requirement$ of$ membership$ of$ the$ insurance$
company$in$the$deposit$protection$fund.$

A"life"settlement"investment"increases"the"portfolio"efficiency"

"

A$life$settlements$fund$is$a$self$liquidating$investment$(closed$end$
fund).$Payouts$to$the$investors$are$effected$quarterly$according$to$
number$and$sum$of$the$expired$policies.$According$to$experience$
circa$ 70%$of$ the$ policies$will$ have$ expired$ by$ the$ fifth$ year.$ The$
original$capital$investment$will$have$flown$back$by$the$end$of$the$
fifth$ year$ approximately.$ Policies,$which$have$not$ expired$by$ the$
end$of$the$duration$of$the$fund,$will$be$sold.$Finally,$the$fund$will$
be$liquidated$by$a$final$distribution$(Life$Partners).$

In$the$context$of$investments$in$life$settlement$funds$it$has$to$be$

considered$ that$ they$are$usually$ “closed$end$ funds”.$ $The$capital$
invested$should$not$be$needed$for$about$5$years.$There$is$a$small$$
secondary$market$for$fund$shares.$This$means$that$the$respective$
return$ of$ this$ new$ investment$ category$ can$ be$ attributed$ to$ the$
limited$liquidity.$Also,$there$is$no$guarantee$for$the$accuracy$of$the$
life$ expectancy$ expertise.$ The$medical$ progress$may$ prolong$ the$
life$ expectancy$ and$ thus$ affect$ the$ return.$ The$ life$ expectancy$
mainly$determines$the$price,$which$ought$to$be$paid$for$the$policy.$
Simultaneously$ it$ is$ also$ the$ biggest$ risk$ in$ this$ investment$
category.$$
Furthermore,$the$payment$of$the$insurance$sum$is$dependent$on$
the$ solvency$ of$ the$ insurance$ company,$ which$ has$ issued$ the$
policy.$ To$ this$ effect$ a$ well$ diversified$ life$ settlements$ fund$ for$
private$ investors$controlled$by$experienced$fund$managers$offers$
more$ security$ than$ individual$ investments.$The$Swiss$ consumer´s$
magazine$“Saldo”$ (edition$ from$22.11.2006)$quotes$ the$Swiss$ tax$
authorities$as$follows:$“the$capital$investments$in$US$second$hand$
policies$are$calculated$in$a$way$that$there$is$no$loss$risk$for$these$
investments$and$the$payback$of$the$capital$investments$is$virtually$
guaranteed$with$more$or$less$return.”$

Conclusion#

The$ life$ settlements$ industry$has$developed$a$ lot$ in$ the$past$ ten$
years$ so$ that$ the$ tasks$ of$ the$ individual$ stakeholders$ are$ clearly$
determined$today.$This$has$led$to$bigger$transparency.$The$growth$
potential$ of$ the$ life$ settlements$ market$ is$ considerable$ and$ the$
investment$form$coming$from$the$USA$is$finding$its$way$to$Europe.$
In$ England$ and$ Germany$ numerous$ products$ are$ already$ on$ the$
market.$ For$ everyone,$who$wants$ to$ profit$ from$ this$ investment$
possibility$ with$ an$ extremely$ attractive$ returnQriskQratio,$ life$
settlements$offer$a$great$investment$opportunity.$

Our# experiences# in# the# field# of# life# settlements#
investments#

The$HYPOSWISS$Privatbank$AG,$the$private$bank$of$ the$St.$Galler$
Kantonalbank$ group,$ has$ been$ investing$ in$ the$ life$ settlements$
industry$ for$ some$ years.$ Existing$ products$ register$ an$ annual$
return$ of$ up$ to$ 15%.$We$ are$working$with$ experienced$ partners$
and$ profiting$ from$ their$ expertise$ in$ this$ field.$ (IB$ LIFE$ AG)$
At$the$moment$we$are$considering$the$launch$of$an$8Qyear$capital$
protected$product$(pay$back$of$90%$on$the$expiry$of$the$duration$
guaranteed)$ in$ CHF,$ EUR$ and$USD,$ for$which$ a$ qualitatively$ first$
class$ life$ settlements$ fund$ (openQend$ fund)$ serves$ as$ underlying$
investment.$Also$in$these$products$very$experienced$stakeholders$
are$ involved$ (Commerzbank/IB$ LIFE$ AG).$ The$ annual$ interest$
warrant$amounts$to$5%.$We$expect$an$annual$return$between$9Q
11%$ at$ a$ very$ low$ risk$ –$ compared$ to$ CHFQ,$ EURQ$ or$ USDQstocks$
with$10$year$durations$and$a$return$between$4.3Q4.8%$extremely$
attractive.$This$product$ is$suitable$for$clients$with$a$buyQandQhold$
strategy,$who$set$value$on$high$ income$(interest$warrant)$as$well$
as$exchange$profits$at$ low$risk$budget.$This$ strategy$corresponds$
to$ the$ implemented$ capital$ protection$ modality$ since$ it$ is$ only$
valid$upon$the$expiry$date$of$the$product.$
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A dead certain business 
Nothing is as certain as death: the acquisition of prematurely sold US life 
insurance policies is an investment with guaranteed profit. 
 

STEFAN O. WALDVOGEL 

Due to the low interest classical life insurances are totally uninteresting. On average Swiss providers 
only guarantee 1,4 per cent interest for the savings part of the insurance. “The business with one-time 
deposits is dead”, also the asset managers say.  

However, there are still hundreds of thousands of long time ongoing contracts and the beneficiaries 
receive money in case of survival or at the latest upon the death of the insurance holder. In this case 
we speak of mixed insurances because they consist of a savings part (survival) and a risk part (death). 
If in Switzerland one wants to back out of an ongoing contract, one can only give back the policy 
directly to the company - generally, though, with a surrender loss. 

In Anglo-Saxon countries the losses in case of buyback are even higher; therefore there has been a 
market for “used life insurances” for some time. These are policies, which are not needed anymore by 
the insured person. Be it because the benefited wife has passed away before her husband or because 
possible debts have already been paid off. It may also be that the annual premiums cannot be paid 
anymore. 

In the USA the contracts generally are valid for a life time and are pure risk insurances – as opposed 
to in our country. The value of the individual insurance is therefore completely independent of any 
possible development of the stock exchange, the interests and so on. At the time of death of the 
insured person each beneficiary receives money; the only “unknown” is the exact time of death. 

In reality, of course, the business is a bit more complex, but specialized so-called settlement 
companies are dealing with the legal and medicinal questions on location (see “that´s how it works” 
on this page). The Bank Leu is going to launch the first fund of funds by next year. But before getting 
the official authorization by the Federal Banking Commission they are not allowed to advertise or 
announce any details, they said on enquiry of BILANZ. 

In the 80ties one spoke about Aids policies because terminally ill patients had to sell their policies to 
pay for their medication. Meanwhile the market has changed completely. The business referred to as 
“Viatical and Life Settlements” with policies of remaining policy periods of maximal two to four years 
account for only 4 per cent of the US secondary market. Instead this class of insurance business now 
concentrates on elderly people, on policies of over 65 year old persons with a remaining life 
expectancy of one to nine years. Instead of approximately 25 000 dollars per policy as in the past the 
insurance sum nowadays adds up to about one million dollars. 

“Thus it becomes clear that the sellers are nowadays mostly persons, who are or have been living in 
well secured financial circumstances. This is agreeable for many buyers”, says Ettore Scudella, 
manager and founder of IB Life AG in Hünenberg. “We ourselves only buy policies of over 65 year 
olds, only at a minimum of 350 000 dollars and the insured persons on their part have to show a 



statistically and medicinally shortened remaining life expectancy of a maximum of 7 years, be it due to 
illness or belonging to a risk group, like smokers or overweight people”, E. Scudella is listing the strict 
conditions. 

To find the right policies is this business` crux. The asset managers have concerned themselves for 
years with US second-hand policies, in search of investment alternatives. Due to the huge demand of 
such second-hand policies it has become even more challenging to buy the right policies. “However, 
meanwhile even the insurance agents in the USA are pointing out this sales opportunity to their 
clients”, says E. Scudella. “The market it still almost virginal and only a very small part of the 
insurances reaches the secondary market”, adds E. Scudella. According to the US insurance 
commissioner National Association of Insurance Commissioners (Naic) each year policies with an 
insurance sum of about 1600 billion are being given up; thereof about 100 to 150 billion would be 
suitable for the secondary market. At the moment only about 4 per cent of the insured persons are 
using the secondary market. 

For the local investor this is of no big significance. He pays less for the policy than what he will receive 
later. Thus the profit is guaranteed, but it remains unclear when the money will flow back and how big 
the effective annual performance will be. The price for second-hand policies mainly depends on the 
estimated life expectancy of the insurance holder. If the policy becomes due earlier, the returns will be 
increased; if the insured person dies later, they will decrease. This may sound cynical, but somehow is 
part of life. “We understand US second-hand policies therefore as part of alternative investments for 
risk-conscious, well-off investors and not a product for the mass market”, E. Scudella explains. 

!
This is how it works 

The insurance holder is offering the policy he does not need anymore to different settlement-
companies. Depending on the age, state of health and kind of policy the company makes a bid. On the 
basis of medical expert opinions and statistic calculations the remaining life expectancy of the seller 
will be predicted. According to the remaining life expectancy the foreseeable premiums to be paid and 
all the administrative costs are being deducted from the insurance sum (sum insured in case of death). 
If the insurance holder does agree with the offered sum he will be paid this amount. 

The insurance holder receives cash and in return his rights are being sold to one or several investors. 
Upon maturity of the policy the investment capital along with the earnings will be paid out. There is a 
risk that the predicted life expectancy may not be accurate. Also, for Swiss investors there is the risk of 
a fall of the dollar rate. 

The difference between the purchase price of the policy and the determined maturity payment 
represents the added value for the investor (buyer of the policy). 

Investment vehicles with publicly distributable proof of performance historically show a return of 
between eight to twelve per cent a year. 

The biggest advantage: with an investment in American policies there is no correlation whatsoever to 
other asset classes (money market instruments, stocks, shares, CAT-bonds, hedge funds and so on). 
The reason is that the purchase price as well as the maturity payment is known at the time of the 
investment and cannot be influenced by market occurrences like inflation, interest rates or recession. 
The value of the policy is known, even though the calculation of the annual return only happens after 
the pay out of the insurance sum, since the death of the insurance holder is not foreseeable. 
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Second(hand!US!life!insurances!
promise!high!security!and!good!
return.!However,!small!investors!
should!examine!well!what!they!
are!buying.!

Wealthy! US! pensioners! often!

possess! several! whole! life!

insurances.! For! example,! they!

may! have! received! one! as! a!

present! from! their! employer,!

who! would! have! paid! the!

premiums! while! they! have! been!

working! for! him.! After!

retirement,! though,! the! insured!

persons!would!have! to!make! the!

payments! themselves.! That! is! a!

financial! burden,! which! many! of!

them!are!not!willing!to!bear.!This!

is! why! they! are! selling! their!

policies!for!about!half!of!the!sum!

insured! in! case! of! death! to!

specialized! companies.! Those!

companies! take! over! the!

payments! of! the! premiums! and!

after! the! death! of! the! policy!

holder! they! collect! the! sum!

insured! in! case! of! death.! The!

companies! pool! 10! to! 50!

incontestable!policies!of!different!

insurance! companies! together!

and! then! sell! shares! thereof! to!

private!investors,!for!example!in!

the! form! of! funds! with!

guaranteed! interest! and! a!

contract!period!of!5!to!10!years.!

The! investors! in! such! funds! can!

usually!count!on!an!annual!profit!

distribution.! Upon! expiry! the!

invested! capital! as! well! as! an!

overplus!return!will!be!paid!back.!

The! association! of! all! Swiss! tax!

authorities!(each!Canton!has!own!

tax!authority)!has!commented!on!

the! topic! of! US! secondHhand!

policies! in! June! 2005.! Important!

to! the! investors! is! their!

conclusion!of!the!high!security!of!

such! investments:! “The!

investments! in! US! secondHhand!

policies!are!calculated!in!such!a!

Annual!return!of!up!to!15!
per!cent!possible!

With! “in! fact! guaranteed”! it! is!

meant! that! the! death! of! the!

policy! holders! is! inevitable.! The!

amount! of! the! interest! yield! is!

already! established! in! the! life!

time!(amount!of!the!sum!payable!

at! death).! And! the! expiration!

date! of! the! policies! can! be!

determined! quite! exactly! by!

means! of! mortality! charts.!

Moreover,! the! returns! are!

independent! of! any! market! and!

stock! exchange! fluctuations.!

Depending! on! the! product,! one!

can!count!on!an!annual!return!of!

7! to! 15! per! cent.! Example:! the!

Life! Settlements! Fund! Series! II!

expires!2012!and!aspires!a!return!

of!12!per!cent.!In!the!coming!year!

the! first! products! with!

denominations!of!a!few!thousand!

francs! come! into! the! market.!

Small! investors! thus! get! the!

possibility! of! diversification! for! a!

part!of!their!assets.!

Franco!Tonozzi!

Investment!tips!for!US!second(hand!policies!

You!should!observe!the!following!4!points!in!the!offering!prospectus:!

H Choose!only!products!in!Swiss!francs.!So!you!can!avoid!a!currency!risk!exposure.!

H Currently!products!with!a!100%!capitalHback!guarantee!are!planned.!Your!investment!will!thus!be!secured!by!

wellHknown!banks.!

H Be!careful!to!choose!only!policies!of!insurances,!which!at!least!have!an!“A”HRating.!They!are!in!the!same!

category!of!debtors!as!big!Swiss!insurances.!Example:!Zurich!Insurance!A⁺,!Swiss!Life!AH.!

H It!is!important!that!the!policies!are!“not!contestable”.!In!such!cases!the!sum!payable!at!death!is!always!owed.!

Even!if!the!insured!person!makes!suicide!by!choice.!

Whole& life& insurance:& second1hand&
policies&are&a&safe&investment&with&
a&guaranteed&return.&

way!that!there! is!no!loss!risk!and!

the!payback!of!the!investments!–!

with! more! or! less! return! –! is! in!

fact!guaranteed.””!

Good!business!with!
US!Life!Settlements!
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